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Access the essential, efficient, expert Cross-Battery Assessment analysis solution The

Cross-Battery Assessment Software System (X-BASS) Access Card allows school psychologists

and other assessment professionals access to efficient, expert analysis of cross-battery assessment

findings. The X-BASS integrates the Cross-Battery Assessment Data Management and Interpretive

Assistant, Pattern of Strengths and Weaknesses Analyzer, and Culture-Language Interpretive

Matrix into a single program, covering the latest revisions of major batteries, including the new

WISCÃ‚Â®-V, WJ IVÃ‚Â®, KTEA(tm)-3, CELFÃ‚Â®-5, CTOPP-2, CAS2, and over 125

psychological batteries and 1,000 subtests, all classified according to CHC theory. Preprogrammed

formulas conduct the analyses and display the results within the context of CHC theory, and allow

you to customize the parameters to answer specific questions. Compatible with Windows and Mac

OS X, the internal database, single-instance data entry, automatic and integrated summary

graphing, guided PSW analysis, and much more make X-BASS an essential one-stop within-battery

and Cross-Battery Assessment solution. The Cross-Battery Assessment approach allows you to

measure reliably a wider or more selective, in-depth range of cognitive abilities and processes and

academic achievement than any single battery can measure. The X-BASS provides the theoretical

and psychometric foundation that permits accurate derivation of meaning from test scores, in full

alignment with the most recent versions of the major batteries.  Interpret and present cross-battery

assessment findings efficiently and accurately Target analysis to answer specific questions for SLD

evaluations Analyze empirical cognitive/academic relationships beyond relative magnitude of test

scores Customize referral-relevant batteries by selecting from the X-BASS database of hundreds of

cognitive, achievement, neuropsychological, and speech-language subtests  The Cross-Battery

Assessment Software System (X-BASS) Access Card gives you the accurate analysis you need,

with the flexibility you want.
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It is just an access code and the program did not work as well as when I purchased the

cross-battery book with the cd included in the back. The download was more complicated than the

directions implied, and it never really worked properly. I don't really use it which is truly unfortunate.

Very difficult software. I haven't been able to use it. The online seminar training option is a $750

certification course.

Brand new in package!

Very useful tool for scoring and analyzing assessment data.

Purchased the software after reviewing the descriptions here as well as on the Wiley website.

Nowhere does it say that you must have at least the 2011 version of Excel, just that the software is

both Mac & PC compatible. I thought it was standalone software and bought it. Now I get to decide if

I want to pay $100-$150 for MS Office for Mac.It should be made very clear THAT YOU MUST

HAVE EXCEL to run the software!

I've been a school psych. for 20 years and have been around long enough to experience many test

revisions, law revisions, and the complete overhaul of how we define, identify, and address various

special ed. categories--in particular, learning disabilities.That being said, this program takes a lot of

time, effort, persistence, stamina, and patience to learn. It literally took me days to figure out the

"basics" of how to input data and generate something even remotely worthwhile. I think the end

product is fascinating and worth the effort, however, I now have the luxury of time as I contract

cases that I choose. If I were still a full-time psych. in a local school district (as I was for 15 years),

I'm not sure I could make the same claim.This program has huge potential, as the results generated

are significantly more "sophisticated" than the previous program (that was MUCH easier to use), but



this advancement comes at a cost that I'm not sure will be feasible for school psychs. in the

"trenches". Much work will be needed to make this program user-friendly and less cumbersome. It's

quite time-consuming just to input data on new cases now that I've mastered the program.

I was very excited to get the new XBA software but this is extremely difficult to use and took a long

time to understand. It isn't user friendly. Overall I think it is useful but you must be willing to read a

lot and devote time to playing with the tools and learning how to interpret the results.

This online downloaded program updates the Third Edition XBattery with the latest in assessment

instruments available. It was invaluable in helping to identify the correct domain for each of the

subtests administered from those recent instruments. One warning, which changed the rating from a

five to a four, I was unable to access the download and program through the Open Office Software

which has been the default for my personal computer. Fortunately, I had a free month of WORD

available, so I was able to use the program without incurring an additional cost for awhile. The

download states that it will only work on only one computer.One plus to getting this download

password from : the price was $10. cheaper than getting it from Wiley and as a Prime Member, I

received it in timely manner with no shipping charges.
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